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Design and evolution in flying devices both large & small
Abstract:
It could be argued that success in human-engineered flight began exactly as designs departed from
facsimiles of nature, and in many respects, modern aircraft bear little resemblance to natural flyers. As
small unmanned air vehicles become more practicable to design and operate, our thoughts may turn
again to whether they should share some features with the bioflyers, whose at-least-moderate degree of
efficiency is surely assured by the long evolutionary time-scales... The question then arises as to whether
an optimal configuration exists, and then as to whether it may be reachable. Two sets of research threads
will be outlined, one involving scales where birds, bats and micro-air vehicles intersect in design space,
and one where we will claim that most commercial transports are operating far from likely superior
solutions. Tracks for future research on these points also overlap in interesting ways.
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